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A good understanding of the fundamental structural elements of healthy existing trees helps 

determine how to best protect and reduce the risk of injury to existing trees, especially 

during construction.  The Crown and Root Structure of a Healthy Tree is discussed below, 

and illustrated in Figure 1 on the next page. 

 Tree roots are vital for tree survival and stability; 

 Tree roots can extend 2 – 3 times beyond the dripline; 

 The critical structural root zone extends directly from the trunk with anchor roots.   

Long transport roots extend outwards from anchor roots.  Together the anchor and 

transport roots provide the main structural framework for trees; 

 A complex network of fine, non-woody feeder roots extend outward and upward from 

the transport roots.  The feeder roots are entirely responsible for the air, water and 

nutrient uptake that sustain tree life; 

 Water and nutrients travel from feeder roots up the trunk and branches in tissue just 

below the bark; 

 90% of feeder roots are found in the top 30 cm of soil; 

 Roots are easily damaged or killed by soil compaction and alterations to existing 

grades; 

 Broken branches and torn bark are opportunities for insect and decay to get into a 

tree; 

 Damage to the canopy, including leaves and branches, reduces the capacity of the 

tree for photosynthesis, limiting the availability of energy for growth; and 

 Impacts from disturbance to trees cause a decline in tree vigour and overall health, 

leading to the eventual death of a tree after the disruption years later. 
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Figure 1: Crown and Root Structure of a Healthy Tree 
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